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music as is possible. In this it is superior to the gramophone,
which still suffers the disadvantage of continuous interrup-
tion caused by the changing of the records, and from the
hissing noise of the needle."
" Don't you think, since the advent of the Wireless and the
gramophone, people who never would have gone to a
concert, now go because they want to get a personal
impression of the artist whom they know through their
instrument at home ? "
" Is that true ? The people you are talking about go to
hear a particular musician only once, and then not for
musical reasons, but out of curiosity and snobbery," and,
Paderewski added caustically, " because they want to be
able to say that they have actually seen him.*'
" Do you think, then, that a modern audience is much
worse than an audience of, say, forty or fifty years ago ? "
" Not at all, in fact the opposite is true. But this is
merely a question of manners and not of music. The
concert manners of the people have improved, though in
some countries less so than in others. In France people
used to exclaim 6 Charmant * after a brilliant passage or
an effective phrase, and you knew exactly at which moment
of your playing that terrible hissing noise e cha, cha, cha,
cha ! * of dozens of people exclaiming c Charmant * would
spread through the hall. • It was chiefly women who
indulged in that form of musical appreciation, while men
had their own way of expressing their admiration : they
would just content themselves with exclaiming energetically
and not too softly : * Bravo, bravo ! ' But nowhere were
the audiences quite so bad as in South America. There the
people would walk about during the whole of the concert,
visiting each other in their boxes and in the stalls, and they
would carry on a conversation as though they were meeting
each other in a caf6. This would go on through the soft
as well as through the louder passages of the item. It was
exasperating ! Yet the tickets were expensive and there
used to be a considerable musical response to one's playing.

